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1.

2.

3.

0.5 pointsThere --------------- some -------------------- on the table in the kitchen.

are / apple

is / apple

is / meat

are / meat

0.5 pointsLook at the picture and complete the sentence.

Deaf people communicate by means of --------------- language.

Answer: Sign

0.5 pointsI took ----------------- photos when I was on holidays. I love all of them.

a few

a little Time remaining: 00:38 



4.

5.

6.

7.

much

little

0.5 pointsLook at the picture and complete the sentence.

There are five --------------- in the world.

Answer: Continents

1 pointComplete the following sentence with the correct measure words.

In the evenings, we drink two ------------- of tea and a ------------ of cake.

Answer: Cups / piece

0.5 pointsput the appropriate word in the blank

The man is eating lunch quickly.

Subject of the sentence is ---------------------- .

Answer: The man

0.5 pointsAn endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. Nowadays

many languages are …??????…their native speakers. When a language dies, the

knowledge and culture …….… with it. A lot of endangered languages are in Oceania and

South America. The number of…..….languages of the world is around 7000 and many of

them may not ……..…. in the future. 

losing

exchanging

keeping Time remaining: 00:38 



8.

9.

10.

11.

communicating

1 pointFill in the blank with the correct form of the verb.

She ------------------------- her homework yet.( do)

Answer: Hasn't done

0.5 pointsHis native language is Chinese. It is difficult for him to speak English --------------

--- .

absolutely

nearly

luckily

fluently

0.5 pointsLook at the picture and complete the sentence.

Sina is a ------------------------- . He does nothing but watching TV and eating.

Answer: Caoch potato

0.5 pointsAn endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. Nowadays

many languages are ….......…their native speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge

and culture …????… with it. A lot of endangered languages are in Oceania and South

America. The number of…..….languages of the world is around 7000 and many of them

may not ……..…. in the future. 

respect

experience
Time remaining: 00:38 



12.

13.

14.

15.

disappear

notice

0.5 pointsThere is no room for more books. we have used up all the -------------------- space

suitable

popular

hospitable

available

0.5 pointsodd one out

useful

dangerous

harmless

helpful

0.5 pointsAn endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. Nowadays

many languages are ….......…their native speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge

and culture …….… with it. A lot of endangered languages are in Oceania and South

America. The number of…?????....languages of the world is around 7000 and many of

them may not exist in the future. 

live

impossible

mental

deaf

0.5 pointsput the appropriate word in the blank

Yesterday, Mina saw her teacher in the street.

Object of the sentence is -------------------- .

Answer: Her teacher

Time remaining: 00:38 



16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

1 pointAdd the words in the parenthesis to the following sentence.

Zahra studies at school. ( English / usually)

Answer: Zahra usually studies English at school.

0.5 pointsI think we have more to help the poor people in our --------------------

population

difference

communication

society

0.5 pointsComplete the following sentence with the correct measure words.

It is hot. Do you like to eat three ------------------ of melone.

Answer: Slices

0.5 pointsMy friend ---------------- smoking yet.

has quitted

isn't quitted

quitted

hasn't quitted

0.5 pointsUsing technology in a wrong way has created bad habits and new types of

addictions. It is not strange now to call some one an Internet or mobile addict.

Technology addicts are people with serious problems to control themselves to use

different kinds of technology, specially the Internet, smart phones, tablets and

laptops.Technology addicts don't like to have relationships with other people; instead,

they prefer to be alone and spend lots of their time working with their devices. This

makes them depressed and impatient.

Q: Being alone and spending a lot of time with our devices makes us ----------------- and -

---------- 

Answer: Depressed /impatient Time remaining: 00:38 



21.

22.

23.

24.

0.5 pointsLook at the picture and answer the question.

How much rice has your father bought?

Answer: He has bought one bag of rice

0.5 pointsMy parents ---------------- their house since they moved to London.

will have

have

had

have had

0.5 pointsThe weather has been very dry recently. We've had -------------------- rain.

many

much

a few

a little

1 pointFill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word.

4 She lived in France so she can speak

French …………

5  Working with computers for a long

time makes people sick and …………..

2 Smoking is a bad ……………….. . You

1. heartbeat

2. habit

3. popular

4. fluently

5. depressed
Time remaining: 00:38 



25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

must give it up.

1 The doctor is listening to my

grandfather’s …………….

1 pointUnscramble the following sentence.

has / she / two / classmates / her class / in / clever / .

Answer: She has two clever classmates in her class.

0.5 pointsodd one out

understand

unfortunate

unsafe

unimportant

0.5 pointsHow --------------------- hours do you sleep every night?

many

long

often

much

0.5 pointsDoctors usually --------------the blood pressure of their patients.

pray

measure

prevent

exchange

0.5 pointsThey haven't seen each other ---------------------- three months.

since

from

for Time remaining: 00:38 



30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

in

1 pointWrite the suitable suffix or prefix for each word.( there is one extra)

2 happy

3 agree

5 complete

4 culture

1. im

2. ness

3. dis

4. al

5. in

0.5 pointsFind the synonym of the underlined word.

Hanging out with friends is useful for emotional health.

gaining

jogging

seeking for

spending time

0.5 pointsThe students asked to ---------------- the grass which was being replanted.

grow up

keep off

cut down

make up

0.5 pointsput the appropriate word in the blank

The man ate the sandwich quickly.

Verb of the sentence is -------------------- . 

Answer: Ate

1 pointMatch the words with their definitions.

2 absolutely 1. to be or liveTime remaining: 00:38 



35.

36.

37.

3 calm

5 century

4 recent

2. surely, certainly

3. without worry

4. happening or starting a short time ago

5. a period of 100 years

0.5 pointsLook at the picture and complete the sentence.

Water makes up 72 ---------------------- of earth.

Answer: Percent

0.5 pointsUsing technology in a wrong way has created bad habits and new types of

addictions. It is not strange now to call some one an Internet or mobile addict.

Technology addicts are people with serious problems to control themselves to use

different kinds of technology, specially the Internet, smart phones, tablets and

laptops.Technology addicts don't like to have relationships with other people; instead,

they prefer to be alone and spend lots of their time working with their devices. This

makes them depressed and impatient. 

Q: Technology addicts cannot control themselves to use technology.   a) True              b)

False

Answer: A)true

0.5 pointsput the appropriate word in the blank

He wrote the sentences carefully in the classroom.

Adverb of manner in this sentence is ---------------------- .

Answer: Carefully Time remaining: 00:38 



38.

39.

40.

0.5 pointsComplete the following sentence with the correct measure words.

He bought three -------------------- of bread for dinner.

Answer: Loaves

1 pointFill in the blank with the correct form of the verb.

I ---------------- my friend six times since last summer.( see)

Answer: Have seen

0.5 pointsUsing technology in a wrong way has created bad habits and new types of

addictions. It is not strange now to call some one an Internet or mobile addict.

Technology addicts are people with serious problems to control themselves to use

different kinds of technology, specially the Internet, smart phones, tablets and

laptops.Technology addicts don't like to have relationships with other people; instead,

they prefer to be alone and spend lots of their time working with their devices. This

makes them depressed and impatient.

Q: It is unusual to call some one a mobile addict.   a) True               b) False 

Answer: B)false

Time remaining: 00:38 


